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center fate
complicated
by memo
..
Stephanie Dominguez

Michael A. Gallegos

VOLUNTEERS from all over the city, including nine from UNM helped the handicapped enjoy
the State Fair during First Ladies' Day, named in honor of Alice King.

Dual degrees gain pOpularity
Robert Sanchez
Dual degrees, like the ones recently accepted by the College of
A.-ts and Sciences' faculty, are becoming more frequent in colleges,
said the dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, Chris Garcia.
Dual degrees enable a student to
earn two degrees from two separate
colleges with a reduction in required
hours because the two colleges
·, ''trade-off'' some of their electives.
"It is a trend," Garcia said.
"There are more and more dual degrees or other interdisciplinary studies/'
Garcia said that dual degrees, as
well as double majors, are becoming
more popular among students, mostly for re·asons concerning their
careers.
"Vocationalism is more widespread now/' Garcia said. "There

are more students today that are
more concerned with their careers
and jobs. It is a nationwide trend."
Garcia said that the way degrees
are structured now, a student learns
to specialize in his area of interest.
He said students today want to be
more versatile, they want to be certified as being knowledgeable in more
than one area, and that double majors and dual degrees are one way of
attaining that position.
''Dual degrees are economical;
they save time," Garcia said.
The faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences voted Sept. 13 to
accept two new dual degree programs: a Master of Community and
Regional Planning and Master of
Arts in Latin American Studies
(MALAS), and a Master of Science
in Nursing and. a MA!-AS.
Garcia said a curriculum committee is looking into the possibilities of

various dual degree or other interdisciplinary programs,
He said one such area being considered was a program for Southwestern Studies, which, Gar;cia noted,
might possibly lead to a degree,
although the idea is still being investigated.
He said a Southwestern Studies
program might lead anywhere from
a specialization in a department or
even to the creation of a new department.
"The Southwest is extremely important to the rest of the country,''
Garcia said. ''There is a migration
from the frost belt to the sun belt and
the Southwest is the key between the
U.S. and Latin America.
"UNM has as many Southwest
experts as any university in the
country. There are other programs
like American Studies, Native
continuod on Pll98 5

The ASUNM Duplicating Center
will be bringing in some "big
bucks,'' and a mysterious memo has
led ASUNM President Michael Gallegos to suspect the administration
of planning to take the center over.
The Duplicating Center will be
out of debt by June 30, 1983: and is
projected to bring in $40,000 to
$50,000 a year within the following
four years, if no unforeseen circumstances occur, said ASUNM fiscal agent Mike Roeder.
Roeder said although the Duplicating Center had a $76,000 deficit
last year because of $103,870 in
equipment purchases that money
was not taken out of students' pockets. The university has allowed the
center to operate on the deficit
knowing it wi11 be financially secure
by next summer, Roeder said.
In view· of the center's blooming
financial picture, Gallegos said he is
suspicious of a new policy enacted
by the administration without any
notification to ASUNM. The policy
would require all full-tirlte staff at
the Student Union Building to report
to the associate director of the SUB
who will then report to Director Cliff
Holt.
•
Gallegos also cited a mysterious
memo given tQ. Waleed Ashoo,

director of the Duplicating Center,
and Holt from the SUB personnel
office, which reads: ''Under general
supervision and reporting to the
Associate Director, New Mexico
Union, is responsible for supervising, directing and coordinating operations of the ASUNM Duplicating
Center to include technical maintenance of special machinery, employee management and scheduling,
job cost estimating, budget preparation, equipment evaluation and purchasing, financial transactions and
evaluation of programs and proce:
dures to achieve optimum usage.''
Phillip Alarid, UNM director of
personnel, said some employees had
come to him wanting to know to
whom they were to report.
But he said he knew nothing of a
policy clarifying the matter, and
added that Holt had told him the
situation was "cloudy at best."
Gallegos said that right now no
one knows who enacted the policy,
and UNM Vice President Marvin
"Swede" Johnson could find no record of the policy being made.
Ashoo said he agrees with the
policy. "It is difficult when you
have a professional staff reporting to
an ASUNM president who changes
every nine months. We spend too
much time breaking in each new person," Ashoo said.

Albuquerque 2000 plans to
help with city development
Dennis Pohlman
Albuquerque has sometimes been
referred to as the suburb of a nonexistent city. A glance at a map ol' a
drive through town leaves one with
the impression that this city is at the
mercy of developers and real estate
agents. The streets are choked with
traffic, the ait is filled with smog and
growth seems to be more helterskelter than according to a comprehensive plan.
·
In an effort to insure things are
different in Albuquerque'sfuture, a
new citizen's action group known as
the Albuquerque 2000 has been
founded with the aid of a UNM
Architecture Professor, Dr. Wo1f:
gang Preiser. Preiser hopes to pull
'together the various neighborhood
associations into· a central planning
committee that will have more of a
voice in the city's planning decisions.
.
Dr. Preise~ is the founder of the
Planning Research Institute, a nonprofit public interest group that has
already undertaken studies of several problem areas in the Albuquerque

area. He found in the course of this
research that individual neighborhoods have little say in the city's
decisions on zoning and traffic flow,
and that better coordination between
citizen's groups was essential to
bring about meaningful change at
city hall.
The first of several meetings planned to provide a forum for residents
to express their ideas on Albuquerq~e's development is scheduled at 7
p.m. Thursday at the Westside
Community Center on Glenrio Road
N. W. Organizers of the meeting
·hope to draw westsiders concerned
about the massive traffi~ flow problems of the area and the proposed
Montano Road bridge that is supposed to alleviate traffic congestion.
Dt. Preiser describes the area
meetings .as only the first step toward a complete plan for develop·
ment .. ''The name 'Albuquerque
2000' is designed to draw attention
to our longer-range problems. All
too often the city is only concerned
with short-range goals and overlooks what these decisions mean for
the people over a greater length of
time,'' he said.

Preiser said once the forums have
been held and area organizers have
determined the major concerns of
the people of their areas, the next
step is a city-wide 'planning congress' which will analyze those results. Preiser's Planning Research
Institute and city 'planning office
personnel will then use their expertise to help the citizens, develop a
plan for development.
Preiser said Albuquerque is just
beginning to find out how the decisions of the past and present will
affect the city's future. "We are dis•
covering that the desert environment
iq which we live is really much more
fragile than once thought. Devcrlopment of one area affects not only the
people there, but everyone,'' Preiser
said.
Preiser said he hoped that Thursday's seminar would generate interest in all city neighborhoods.
"People oftentimes feel there is nothing they can do, that the city won't
listen to a han(Jful of families in the
face of powerful development interests. We hope to change that, If he
·
said.

Joo Caveretta

URBAN SPRAWL makes its way up Central Avenue. The Albu•
querque 2000 seeks tb make some order of the mess. •
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U.S. Marines
sent to Bierut

i'

'
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WASHINGTON -The United
StatcH, France and Italy agreed
Monday to send a new peacekeeping force to Lebanon amid
world outcry over the massacre of
Palestinian civilians in west Beirut.
President Reagan, in a nationally
televised address Monday night,
said the tri-national force would act
"not as a police force," but to enable Lebanon's government to
assume ''full sovereignty over its
capital" and bring "the long nightmarc of Lebanon's agony to an
end."

Ship sinking
delays bomb

He demanded at least three times
in his short address that ''Israel must
withdraw from west Beirut" or it
will grow "ever more deeply involved in problems that arc not its
own and which it cannot solve.''
Referring to the slaughter of as
many as 1,000 Palestinians in two
refugee camps, Reagan added:
"The cycle of massacre upon massacre must end."
U.S. officials said the new peacekeeping force will be sent only if
Is mel approves. The Israeli Cabinet,
told of Reagan's plan in advance by
Secretary of State George Shultz via
Ambassador Moshe Arens, set a
meeting for Tuesday.
French President Francois Millerrand said the three nations agreed to
send back the troops for "a limited
period" because plans to dispatch
2,000 United Nations peacekeeping fortes "cannot be put into
effect mpidly.''
Italy already had agreed to send
its troops back to Beirot.
Lebanese Prime Minister Chefik
Wazzan had requested the redeployment of the 2, 130-man tri-nation
force for at least 20 days to prevent
strife following the massacre,

Class

Ad
Deadline

by United Press

Word of the redeployment of
peace-keeping forces came as relief
workers at west Beirut's Sabra and
Chatila Palestinian refugee camps,
scene of the mass slayings by
Lebanese Christian militiamen, pulled 150 bodies from under debris,
Red Cross worker Mounir Kamal
Arakji said the ambulance crews
estimated the 11nal death toll would
reach I ,500. Col. Marcel Prince,
chief surgeon Of the Lebanese Army
and highest official at the scene, said
the final death toll would exceed
1,000.

~----~----~---~--

TOKYO~ Japan's Imperial
Army began trying in 1943 to build
an atomic bomb, but failed partly
because a German U-boatcarrying 2
tons of uranium to Japa11 was sunk
by Allied forces, the project's director said Monday.
Toranosukc Kawashima, 83, arctired colonel in the Imperial Army,
said in an interview he was summoned by Prime Minister Hideki
Tojo in January 1.943, questioned
about nuclear weapons and ordered
to develop one for Japan.
A IS-minute documentary, "I
was a Spy for Japan," broadcast by
the state-ron NHK network Monday, said Tojo based his orders on
intelligence reports that the Americans already had developed the
bomb.
The reports were received in late
1942 from a 12-member Spanish spy
network in the United Slates, whose
existence was revealed for the first
time in the documentary.
"The prime minister commented
that the war might be decided by
atomic bombs," Kawashima said.
"I don't think prime minister Tojo
had any idea what they were.''
Kawashima said he enlisted the
help of Yoshio Nishina, a contem·
porary of Hidcki Yukawa, who won
Japan's first Nobel Prize in 1949 for
his theory on the neutron. Nishina
died in 1951.
Nishina assembled about l 0
Japanese nuclear physicists to work
on the project, but lack of uranium
slowed its progress, Kawashima
said.
"Hitler agreed to help but the
German U-boat carrying 2 tons of
uranium was sunk by allied naval
vessels during its voyage to Japan,''
he said.
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Guilty plea
in bribe scheme
LOS ANGELES -The president of a firm that supplied equipment to Mexico's national oil company pleaded guilty Monday to
charges of aiding and abetting a
nearly $10 million bribe of two
Mexican officials.
The Justice Department said it
was the first time an individual had
been charged under the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, · which
prohibits Americans from bribing
foreign officials to obtain or retain
business.
The Miller Corp. received appro·
ximatcly $79 million in subcontracts
from Pcmex, govermcnt officials
said.
Judge David Williams set sentencing for Oct. 25. The firm could
receive a maximum $1 million t1ne,
while Miller is subject to five-year
prison term and a $10,000 fine.

Carter aide
details defeat
NEW YORK - Former President Jimmy Carter was defeated in
1980 by the hostage crisis, by being
considered "mean," and by a bitter
battle with Sen. Edward Kennedy,
Hamilton Jordan said Monday.
Jordan, 39, who served as Carter's White House Chief of Staff,
said one calamity after another piled
up to block Carter's re-election and
led to the decline and fall of the
Carter presidency.
•'There was the Afghanistan .invasion, Khomeini, the Kennedy challenge, and the hostages- always
the hostages," he said in an interview in New York to promote "Crisis,'' his just-released book of
memoirs.
Jordan said that voters considered
Carter's campaign tactics to be too
tough and "unpresidential."
"There is no question that out of
the campaign developed a meanness
issue and the perception that he had a
mean streak," he said, but Jordan
attributes that to Carter being used to
his' 'underdog' • status. He said Carter was a "scrapper" who sometimes used campaign rhetoric that
bordered on hyperbole.
Much of Jordan's book is devoted
io his role as an intermediary in the
hostage crisis. He said he was
chosen for the role by the Iranians
because they considered him a close
confidante of Carter and because ''I
was not a part of the KissingerRockefeller cabal that the Iranians
sincerely believed was dominating

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?
If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

the StQte Pepartment.''
Jordan said he met twice in secret
with Iranian Foreign Minister
Sadcgh Ghotbzadeh. It was during
the first meeting that Ghotbzadeh
had said a quick and easy solution to
the hostage crisis was to kill the
shah.
''I tried to avoid first falling out of
my chair when he suggested that but
I could tell he was serious. I said,
'We can't do that,"' Jordan said,
Jordan said Ghotbzadeh persisted
and said "all you have to do is inject
him with something."
"Ghotbzadeh said, 'Kill him the
same way the CIA killed thousands
and thousands of Iranians over the
years,"' Jordan said.
Speaking about Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., Jordan said he
was still angry with Kennedy for
fighting Carter long after he had no
chance of winning enough delegates
for a Democratic nomination,
Jordan said Kennedy's "up to the
last minute" fight split the Democrats and was "one of several
reasons President Carter was defeated."

Boy in bubble
celebrates birthday
HOUSTON - "The boy in the
bubble" celebrates his lith birthday
Tuesday with family and friends,
hoping his gifts will be more Star
Trek items and a computer game.
David, whose last name has been
withheld to protect the family's
privacy, was born with no natural
defense against germs that can infect
his system and swiftly kill him.
He lives in a three-room plastic
bubble in his family's home about an
hour's travel from Houston's
Medical Center.
Baylor College of Medicine
spokesman Gayle McNutt said the
family will grant no interviews. His
parents want David to grow up as
normally as possible.
He has lived in the bubble since he
was 5 seconds old. David's mother
gave birth to a baby several years
earlier who died of the same condition, called severe immune deficiency disease.
When David was born, doctors
were ready for another vulnerable
baby and he was delivered under
sterile conditions by Caesarean section and placed inside the bubble
immediately.
His physician, Dr. William
Shearer, said the child has never
been ill.
The only foreseeable chance to
give David the germ-fighting ability
he lacks could be through a new kind
of bone marrow transplant. The
transplant operation would provide
bone marrow which manufactures
the two types of blood cells called
lymphocytes necessary to combat
infections and thwart the most ordinary germs. No donor has been
found.

For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at
277-4757
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Airport records
second busiest month
ALBUQUERQUE -- Albuquerque International Airport recorded
its second-busiest month ever in August, with 241,568 passengers arriving and departing.
Airport officials said the arrivaldeparture total was 22 percent higher than in August 1981. The record
month for traffic was August 1979.
Southwest Airlines, already the
airport's primary carrier, flew
56,656 passengers to and from the
city. TWA, the secondplace carrier,
had 43,942 arrivals and departures.
Officials said airport arrivals and
departures for the first eight months
of the year were up 12 percent over
the comparable period last year to 1,626,050.

Earthquake felt
in Socorro area
SOCORRO- A geoscience
professor at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology said
Monday an earthquake measuring
3.1 on the Richter scale rattled windows in the area around Socorro.
Professor Allan Sanford said the
earthquake ~ centered at the base
of the Magdalena Mountains about
10 miles southwest of Socorrooccurred at 9:55p.m. Sunday.
Sanford said it was the fourth
''felt" earthquake in the area during
the past six months.
''The one (Sunday) night was significantly stronger than the ones in
May," he said.

Thursday, Sept. 30
4-6 p.m;
Home of Linda Estes
1408 Wellesley NE
(North of Constitution, East of Girard)
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ago, and our equipment must be
constantly updated, espec.ially our
computing capability," May said,
May hit upon finding and keeping
qualified faculty members as his
biggest headache. "The people We
have are dedicated to education, or
they would be in private industry
earning much more," May said, but
cautioned that salaries must be increased as an incentive to stav on and
teach, "They're overworkl:d, and
are faced with bigger and bigger
classes. If it were not for the professionals from Albuquerque •s technical industries lending a helping hand.
it would be even worse,' • May said.

This is a very critical time for New
Mexico in terms of our ability to
provide the trained people needed
for our rapidly expanding hightechnology industries, says Gerald
D. May, Dean of the UNM college
of engineering.
The engineering school could indeed be the 'center for excellence'
envisioned by several of the state's
political leaders, but to accomplish
this goal a number of critical problems will have to be addressed, May
said,
May described several areas
where improvements are necessary
The state has taken an important
if the engineering school is to com- lead, May said, by providing needed
pete effectively, all of which will funds for expansion and equipment.
require a strong commitment by the "If we were to try to equal, say, MIT
government and people of the state, in quality, let alone size in our progFirst, May said we must have rams, I'd say doubling our operating
good facilities. "Our department re- budget would not be enough. 1t
flects a national trend toward greater would, however, go a long way tointerest and enrollment in engineer- ward making our current programs
ing. Wehaveexperiencedabouta 12 adequate for future needs," May
percent increase in enrollment in our said.
programs in each of the last few
May said lie was delighted that the
years. We consequently must be
able to expand our facilities to hand- present political races were nighle this increase," May said. He lighting the problems of the UNM
added that UNM, like many univer- engineering school. "A university is
sities experiencing this growth, has not an assembly plant," he debeen considering limiting enroll- clared. "We are training the minds
ment in engineering, the second of those who will make the decisions
largest field of choice among incom- we face, like nuclear waste disposal
and air pollution, and these are
ing freshmen after business.
May said another problem is largely scientific, engineering and
obtaining needed new equipment. economic decisions. A public is not
"The body of knowledge increases educated at all for these cho.ices if it
so fast that we are teaching concepts does not know something about
that were unknown only 15 years technology."

"Obviously," said Domenici,
''what happened over the weekend
(the massacre of hundreds of Palestinians in Beirot) is just not tolerable.
That kind of massacre of women,
children and the elderly makes it obvious that something has to be
done."
Domenici said that sending troops
to Lebanon "docs appear to be very
risky (but) it's the only thing the
United States and its allies can do.''

Friends of Education is a political action committee which raises
money to contribute to legislative candidates who will vote right, if
elected, on issues concerning New Mexico's universities and schools,
Be a Friend of Education
Come to a fund raiser:

Robert And~ritl'fl

Dennis Pohlman

WASHINGTON ~ Sen. Pete
Dome.nici, R-N.M., Monday said
he would support "for now" President Reagan's decision to send U.S.
Marines back into Lebanon.
"For now, I think the president
has made a good decision,'' the New
Mexico Republican said. "It's the
onliy thing the United States and its
allies could do. For now, l'll support
it.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN CONTRIBUTING TO THE
CAMPAIGNS OF EDUCATION SUPPORTERS?

$5.00 per person

~':1 ~

Domemici backs
marines return

UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES
AND STUDENTS
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Massacre in Beirut
spurs local protest
A demonstration in support of the
people of Lebanon and the Palestinian refugees is scheduled at ll :30
a.m. today in front of the U.S.
Federal Courthouse, 500 Gold Ave.

s.w.

The demonstration is sponsored
by the Committee in Support of the
Palestinians and Lebanese, an ad
hoc group formed in response to
news of the massacre of hundreds of
Palestinians and Lebanese bystanders at Beirut's Chatila Refugee
Camp on Friday.
That attack was at the hands of the
right-wing Christian Phalangist Party, formed in open admiration of the
fascists in Spain, Italy and the
National Socialist Party in Germany. The Phalangists have also
claimed responsibility for the bombing last week that claimed the life or
Lebanese President-elect Gemayet.
The demonstration is in front of the
courthouse because the committee
believes the massacre could not have
happened had the U.S. not made the
Israeli invasion possible through its

military aid to the Begin government, said one spokesman for the
demonstrators.
The Albuquerque committee said
in a news release Monday that the
Chatila massacre had touched off a
wave of demonstrations against
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin in Israel, and had fueled antisemitism in the U.S., evidenced by
the desecration of a synagogue in
Albuquerque.
Tlle news release outlined four
conditions the committee hopes to
bring about in Lebanon. The com·
mittee seeks an immediate Withdrawl of all Israeli troops, an immediate end to all U.S. military aid
Jo Israel and the Middle East, selfdetermination for the Lebanese and
Palestinian peoples and the right of
all people in the region to .live in
peace and freedom.
The committee said the fighting in
Lebanon is not a question of Arab
vs. Jew or Christian vs. Moslem, but
rather the sinlggle of all people to
live in peace, free from oppression.

Michael A. Gallegos

PART· TIME employee, Gladys Fraticelli (left} helps Carolyn Tinker at the emergency room at
BCMC.

Student Assistance Program is
valuable learning experience
Gayle M. Krueger

have been chosen to participate in
the new project.
The first person patients at the
Gladys, a pre-med student, has
UNM Hospital emergency room been working in the emergency
may encounter on a busy Friday or room since June. She says one of the
Saturday evening is 19-year-old biggest advantages is being able to
Gladys Fraticelli.
plan her working hours around her
"Arc you allergic to any medica- class schedule which includes the
tion?" Gladys asks each patient who Chemistry and Calculus classes reappears at the reception room win- quired for pre-med.
dow. With her efficient manner and
"I also try and make it convenient
blue lab coat, Gladys looks like any forthe staff," Gladys says. ''I like
other member of the emergency to come in evenings and weekends
room staff.
when they're busiest and I'm needed
most."
But unlike most of the UNM HosStudents in the program arc paid
pital staff, Gladys is a full-time as regular hospital employees, and
UNM student and her job in the with the exception of their 16-hour
emergency room is part of a pilot work-weeks, they assume regular
student work program begun this staff responsibilities.
year at the hospital.
"I feel I .am an important part of
The Student Assistance Program the staff here," Gladys says. •'I do a
is designed to give experience to little bit of everything. 1 can walk
UNM students pursuing a course of aroundtheE.R. and observe the prostudies in health-related fields. cedures I'm interested in, but my
Gladys is among four students who main job is admitting and billing,

a...,....

New Mexico's
Selection of
Personal Compulers, Perlpller..s
•ncl Accessorlesl
rA;a HEWLETT
-.:~ PACI<ARD

HP·41CV
Sale Price

Sale Price

I 249 •

1 117.

Advanced,
programmable calculator
wilh matrrJt functions.
Retail $135

BMC 12"
Monitor

Voter registration
deadline today
register at Republican and Demo·
cratic Party offices only until 4
p.tn. Republican headquarters is
ai 3701 San Mateo N.E., phone
883-1176. Democratic headquarters is at 1305 San Pedro N.E.,
phone 268-6000. The Democra•
tic Party is holding a last-minute
registration drive, and will open
its doors at 7 a.m. for registration
of those who work during the
bours the clerk's office is open.
There are no residency requirements to register, nor docs it
cost anything. The Daily Lobo
urges everyone to register and to
vote.

HP 15·C

Handheld computer creates a truly
powerful versatrte sYstem

Reia•l $325

Today is the deadline for voter
registration for the Nov. 2 gener·
al election. By state law, all reg·
istration for the general election
must be completed 42 days be·
fore the election. The county
clerk can register voters until 5
p.m. today at the Voter Registration Department of the clerk's
office at 505 Central N. W.,
phone 766-4085. Absentee ballots can also be obtained at that
office.
Registrars arc also available at
both the Democratic and Republican Party headquarters, and at
most campaign offices. You may

and answering phone calls."
Barbara Woodson, employment
manager for the hospital, says students in the program must maintain a
minimum grade point average of3.0
and be full-time gmduate or undergraduate students at UNM.
Students are hired on a competi·
tivc basis and must apply to the program through the Student Placement
Service on the main campus, Woodson said.
She says there has been an enthusiastic response to the new program
and that it will probably be expanded
to include more student-employee
positions in the ncar future,
Gladys says her job in the
emergency room has exposed her to
a variety of situations, from the
complexity of hospital paperwork,
to the urgency of severe lraumas.
"It's made me think about what I
want to do," Gladys says. "And
most of all it's given me an idea of
what I don't want to do."

Biggest Selling
Micro Computer
16 K Memory
Sale Price

1277.

80

x 24 display

Can be used with
mast computers.

21peed
mlcrocMietle
tllpe tecorder

• Superbly last, simple controls
• Take-anywhere

• Super COnliiiMient shirt•
pocket size
Sale .Price

I

·

1660 Eubank NE ~•z
(505) 293·5370
Limited Quantities on all Sale Items
Up IO 1 yE!af IO jjay

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH WI Approvod Cttdit
Oll•r ollad through September 21

...............
1HI: COMPUtER' SUPEf'ISTOR!:S f!'AMOUS PRiCE GUARANTEE'
Compuler .Sutlet!I!Orl!!l oflers IM la•ge&t se_reclton. ftnesf

educa!lonal prOQ!ami.laste!lf !ll!tir!ce tmd bMt j)tk:eS- ,. Nih¥
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Editorial
Domenici has golden opportunity
The free world owes a vote of
thanks to NBC news, who Tuesday night aired on national television research results of li!st
year's shooting of Pope John
P<1ul II.
You will remember that this
shooting not only shocked a public who had not long before seen
their president shot (who could
forget that phalanx of men in
blue business suits over Hinckley?), but was also soon to hear
of Sadat's tragic death. As with
all international tragedies, this
violation caused strangers to
stop one another in grocery
stores to ask, "But who would

want to shoot the Pope?"
Now NBC has begun what will
probably be only the first of
many attempts to answer that
question. NBC claims the Pope
wrote a letter to Soviet leaders in
which he stated he felt so strongly about Communist m<Jrtial law
in Poland that, should Soviet
lead.ers fail to recognize Solidarity autonomy, he would lay
down his office and return to Poland to fight as a Pole,
No mention was made of a for·
mal Soviet reply to this letter. But
NBC claims that this Polish Pope
spoke so strongly in behalf of his
country, that Soviet leaders set

about the attempted assassina- class struggling for freedom.
tion that took place on May 13, Just as clearly, the Soviets continue in the sham that they want
1981.
The story began in Bukarest worker solidarity and freedom
with Mehrnet Ali Agca, 23, a Tur- from oppression when in reality
kish right-wing terrorist who had it is the enslavement of eastern
escaped in 1979 from a Turkish Europe that they want.
If America and western
prison where he had been sentenced for the murder of a Turkish Europe wait until the Soviets
newspaper editor. The assassin have eliminated all opposition in
was given a passport and the same way as they attempted
travelled through 12 countries to to eliminate Pope John, they will
only show they are too willing to
reach his goal.
We are not sure how much believe the believable, too worlonger the American public can ried about their own economies
persist in its blindness. The Pol- to recognize a very real threat,
ish Solidarity movement is clear- and haven't the integrity of a
ly the attempt of an oppressed Pope.-MAM
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Meet Judge Dredd

Britain's post-nuclear war American hero
London- This is the year of
the barbarians. Fur-clad and
mega-muscled comes Conan,
the supermensch of g"Ory celluloid whose burning sword saves
women from fates worse than
death, and the macho Road Warrior, who saves good post·
holocaust famalies from the per-

Letter

both sides of the Atlantic: the
Terrible ... Judge Dredd.
Ultimate avenger of the de·
cent, the frail and the mistreated,
Dredd is the total vigilante copjudge of a barbarous 21st century, and in the opinion of some
observers of popular culture he
is well on his way to becoming
the most popular comic book
hero of the 21st century. He's the
star of a five-year-old strip called
"2000 AD," which has almost
singlehandedly fired a boom in
the once-dowdy British comic industry, selling 100,000 copies
per week.
Its terrain is the futureall of New Mexico's congressional delegation (Sens. Domenici which current lore says is an unand Schmidt and Congressmen thinkable concept to most of the
Lujan and Skeen) voted for this disaffected, disconnected young
legislation and have effectively of today's England. Yet 2000
cast a vote against higher educa- AD's horrific future takes place
not on English soil, but in
tion for Vietnam era vets.
If you have been affected by, America.
It is post-holocaust America, a
or are concerned about, these
cuts, contact the Student Veter- grim landscape stretching along
ans Association, Room 24-F in the Eastern seaboard in one big
the Student Union Building, or sprawl called "Megacity I," sepaphone 277-4150. We are having a rated from Megacities II and Ill
regular membership meeting on (California and Texas) by an even
Sept. 22 at 7:30p.m. in the new more horrible radioactive wasteChild Care Co-op at 1919 Lomas land filled with crazed mutants
(on campus) to discuss these and called "Cursed Earth."
Says Nick Landau, one of the
problems and our strategy in
comic's creators, who now operdealing With them.
ates the largest comic shop in
Ed Rogers London: "We thought about
Pepe Ugarte laying it in London, but it just
Paul Crafton didn't work. America's where
Mike Mayhew you still look for heroes, isn't it?
Something of a Star Wars Clint
Sean Olivas
Eastwood, Judge Dredd is a
Veterans Benefit Watchdog compleat New Age vigilante
Committee whose asides dwell on every-

verse heathens of the desert.
And the Blade Runner, sci-fi hit
man sent to crush an uprising or
revolutionary androids.
None, however, can compare
with the greatest hero of them
all, a fantastic British comic book
concoction fast claiming the
minds of millions of children on

Cutbacks affect veterans
Editor:
We would like to make our
concerns known over the recent
cutbacks in Pell Grant appropriations to Armed Forces Veterans
of, and prior to, the Vietnam era.
The wording of the Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1981 does
not state that the veteran is ineligible for a Pelf Grant. Rather, it
states that the amount of Pel!
Grant that a veteran may receive
will be reduced precisely by the
amount of G.l. Bill educational
benefits he is to receive during
the year. This disqualifies the
veteran who is receiving fulltime G.l. benefits from receiving
a single penny of Pell Grant.
Last year, veterans were able
to receive BEOG (now Pell Grant)
if the regular requirements were
met. This year, this is not true,
and many people were hurt as
they were informed very late that
they were no longer qualified.
The public record states that

thing from destruction of the environment to the folly of nuclear
war. He is not, however, a
pacifist.
"GAZE INTO THE FIST OF
DREDD!" he shouts as he rams
his arm through the head of a
Darth Vadar-like character, dark
fragments exploding out of his
enemy's skull. Some critics pro·
test that 2000 AD is too full of
gore and "ultra-violence."
"Not so," answers Brian Bolland, the best known of the
strip's artists. "You either stylize
and turn it into a sort of ballet the
way Marvel Comics do, or you
show everything. What happens
when someone gets shot?The
bullet makes a big hole, there's
lots of blood, and then it makes
an even bigger hole when it comes out the other side."
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"One of the things we've discovered,'( Landau said, "is that
you can do a lot more to robots
than you can to humans, and it's
still acceptable. Yet when you
look at the world today, those
sorts of ghastly things are being
done to humans, and the kids
know that."
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Degrees

American Studies, Russian Studies
and Latin American Studies. We
have the talent here, we should usc
it," he said.
One of the problems with the present degree structure, Garcia said, is
that everything is so compartmentalized and departmentalized.
"It has to be that way ~ everything so specialized. There has been
such a tremendous explosion in
knowledge that to be an expert today, you need to be specialized. I
think that's one of the reasons why
courses in the humanities are losing
enrollment nationwide. But the
problem is, reality is not divided up
into compartments. Now we need to
synthesize - to bring colleges
together," Garcia said.
He said that for that reason, the
College of Arts and Sciences requires that a student take a certain
number of hours in seven of eight
major areas of interest.
Garcia said that the College of
Arts and Sciences has already been
teaching students a broad base of
knowledge, but that he has designated a committee to look into .the
possibility of teaching students ''indepth" knowledge at the same time.
"We want to go back to look at
the entirety of the subject. As an
example, if you study the phenomena of social change, it is drawn
from a variety of disciplines, such as
technical areas, the natural sciences
or the social sciences," Garcia said.
"We are all studying the same
thing. We are just looking at it from

continued from page one

different views. All courses help explain a phenomena, we (the college
faculty) are leaving things up to the
student ~ to piece together each
course to help explain the phenomena.
"I'm not sure all students could
make those connections between all
of our scattered approaches,'' Garcia said.
Garcia said the committee is also
studying the possibilities of mixing
college programs at the baccalaureate level.. For example, he said, a
student would be able to get a major
in engineering and a minor from the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Garcia added that for the student
who wishes to stay away from spe·
cializing, even with a major in the
College of Arts and Sciences, he can
do so through the University College, a Bachelor's of University Studies.
·
About the nationwide trend of students enrolling in career-ori:mted
dual degree programs and double
majors? "It's good, obviously, for
those students to have a job. I think
it's probably short-sighted, but
that's easy for me to say because I
have a job. But I think they'll be a
little frustrated in five or 10 years,
especially if they choose a narrow,
specialized route to assure them a
job.
''As you mature, I think in many
ways you become narrower
(minded). College is a good opportunity to broaden your mind, I hate
to see that opportunity lost.''

Kathy Lewis

Successful completion of the course
fulfills the CST requirement.

The CST is currently scheduled to
be given on six days this semester
and a maximum of two in the spring.
CST Director Lynn Beene said this
schedule could make English 102
mandatory.
The testing room can accomodate
about 60 students at a time, but students enrolled in English 102 will
receive a final exam comparable to
the CST. English students will receive the actual passages on the
exam about a week prior to the test,
but will not know the question until
the finaL
Beene said there is about an 80
percent passing rate for students enrolled in the 102 course and about a
30 percent for those who arc not.

Students having difficulty with
the CST should consider reenrollment in the 102 class, she said.
"It's difficult for a student who passed English in 102 to face the decision of retaking the course. But if a
student looks at it in terms of obtafning a useful skill instead of as a hurdle, the decision is easier to make,"
said Mike Hogan, director of freshman English.
Students may submit their ap•
plications to the testing division at
the University College for the Sept.
23 exam. A schedule of dates and
times is available at the CST office,
Room 274 of the Humanities
Building.
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Prince of Wales to dedicate
new school at Montezuma
Prince Charles of Wales is scheduled to visit the United States Oct.
28 to dedicate the Arm and Hammer
United World College of the American West in Montezuma.
Prince Charles serves as president
of the International Council of the
United World Colleges.
The Arm and Hammer College is
the newest addition to a worldwide
system of colleges that began in
1962 with the founding of the original Atlantic College in Whales.
The Arm and Hammer United
World College of the American
West, like the other United World
Colleges, is designed to bring
together students from all over the
world into a common academic and
living environment. All students are
chosen based on merit, without regard to race, creed, color, sex, religious preference, national or ethnic
origin or economic condition.
The first year's enrollment of 104
students have arrived from48 countries, including the United King•
dam, France, Poland, Jamaica,
Sweden, Nigeria, Egypt, the People's Republic of China, Nepal and
the U.S.S.R. The first year's classes
will also have American Indians,
Palestinians, U.N. refugees and 25
American students.
The academic program is de·
signed to prepare students to meet
International Baccalaureate (!B) diploma examination requirements.
The curriculum includes work

roughly equ1vatent to that of the lust
two years of high school and the first
year of colh:ge in the United States.
Dedication ceremonies for the
college are scheduled for Oct, 28,
This will be the only formal appearance of Prince Charles during his
visit to the college. The ceremony
will include welcoming remarks by
Prince Charles; New Mexico Governor Bruce King; Dr. Hammer,
founder and honorary ch~irman of
the college; Professor Thomas H.B.
Symons, chairman of the UWC International Board; Dr Wllinm J.
McGill of the board of trustees of the
college; and Dr. Theodore Lock·
wood, director of the coll~gc.

On Oct. 29 Prince Charles will
attend a reception given by Govcmor King at the new Museum of
Fine Arts in Santa Fe. In the evening, he will attend a dinner-dance in
Albuquerque given by Dr. and Mrs.
Hammer in support of the Arm and
Hammer United World College of
the American West ami the UWC
movement.
nlc college is located 60 milcs
cast of Santa Fe, on the Old Santa Fe
Trail or 125 miles nonhcast of Albuquerque via Interstate 25.
Because of limited space, the
campus will be closed during tlu:
ceremonies except to college faculty, students and invited p,ucsts.

ASUNM Film Committee presents
Today's Feature

Visions of Eight
7:00, 9:00
Tomorrow's Feature

Citizen Kane
1:10,3:15, 7:00, 9:00

SUB Theatre
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Under-graduates $2,00 Graduates/Non•students $2.50

Popejoy Hall

"WHHRE ALL TIIH
GOOD 111/NGS HAPPEN!"

Presents

The World Renowned
The Original and Only

BALLET
FOLKLORICO
DE MEXICO

"Dazzlingly beautiful'' -- New York,Times

Directed and Choreographed By

No. 22

Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University yeart weekly during closed
arid fln~ls weeks and weekly during 1ho sum·
mer session, by tho Board of Student Pub~
llcatioris of the University of New MexicO.
Subscription rate Is $10 pet academic year.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque.
New Mexfco 87131.
The· opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of the NtJW Mexico Dsi/y Lobo are
those Of tho author· solely. Unsigned opinloh
is that of the editor arid refleCts the editorial
policy of the paper but does not necessarily
represent the views of the members of the
Dally Lobo staff.
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CST exam to be given
six times this semester

Landau, whose Forbidden
Planet shop publishes Dredd in
book form, also rejects criticism
of the violence.

"What's so different about the
Cursed Earth and Beirut? shrugged one leather-jacketed adolescent in line for a Judge Dredd
book-signing last week. "So they
haven't c;lropped a bomb yet.
Just wait 'til next year."
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Annotmt't'IMnts in Lip Stnlce will bt '"" the day
before lht_ eytnt ond th~ diJy of tht evMI on a space
available basis. Lip Strvlct Is avollabl• to all UNM
non~profit orton/:Qt/ons. Forms for Lip ~rvl~ can
bt plck<d up In Ma"on Hall, room 138 and must bt
tumed in by 2 p.m. the dily prlr~r to publication.

Today's Events
Appllauloalfor ,llome<<n•lllaKtoa 1nd Qaeea will
be i.vaiiabfe: this week In the Alwnnl Ofrtf;C!, second
floOr of the SUB. Tbb year's Homecoming theme b
11 Pride Fest" More -information will be available
later.
The Voter Re1lllntloo c-mlllee II now tAking
applications fOr Committte posltions. Applications
may be picked up at the ASUNM office• .Excellent
fringe benefits are available, More information is
available rrorrtJo< Lauer at277·~~28.

Tbe UN Ill tndldoa1l Mule Allodotlon will meet
at B tonight In the SUB, room 2.!0-B.
All B1111m1a lor U.S. S.ute Ct•polea
Volunt,.n are invited to a plus party and
orgaillzationil meetina 11 7:30 tanltibt In the SUB,
room tUA~D. Newc:ome:u ire welcome. More In~

tonnaUonlsavallable from Mltclltt:!Al-6331.

the UNM Stud.. t Support Stnlces are offetlr13 1
variety of events today. "Career Explori.UonH Will be
(rom 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in. the Women 1s tenter.
1
" lt'Ver)'Woman•s Series-Sexual Harassment'' will be
frbni 11 noon to I p.m. in lhe Wdmen's Center.
''Back ExcrdseClass'' wlllbefrom 12noon to 1p.m.
'In the Student Health Center. ''Note-Taking'' Will be
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. In the University SklllsCi!!nter.
"1'eSt-Taking11 will be front 3 p.m. to 3:50p.m. in the
University Skills Center.
The L1Un ~metlclln Slad~, Anderson S~hool or

1\llftlgemenl will bllve a meelln& at 3 p.m. today at
the Latlg,Amerlcan Institute. the meeting h for •II

graduate students who ~e now enrolled or who ue
interested in entollinB In the Mas1er's of Business
Admintstration: international Manasement concentralion empbasWna Latin America plus the M.A.

fn Latin American StU~ies dear= prograni.

Tho UNM B!ol011 lle!lorftntlll presenu .Dr.
Richard Corulall, from the department of vlroloSY
and oncoiOSY at. Kansas State University. who 'WiU
speak about 11 The Structural Proteins or Polyoma
Virus and Their Functfon" at 3 p.m. today Jn
Clstetter Hall, ·room 139.· ComlaU was the fint tO
demonstrate' dissociatiOn of a DNA virus under
phYsloiolPCil conditions and then to Jsolale and
tharacterlu each viral constituent. Refreshments -witl
precede the seminar at 3 p.m. In room 165.

Amalia Hernandez
Sponsored by The Institute Nacional de Bellas Artes de Mexico

·*Thurs,

Oct 14, Fri. Oct 15, Sat. Oct 16 -· 8: 15 PM
Tickets · $20 1 $18,$14

[ASUNM-GSA Students ~ Price]

Tomorrow's Events
11

no Uolted Cupli .Mllolltdes wiD present
Religious Aw~rtneu Day" tomorrow futurina a

variety o( events. "Holistic Health Clrt11 wm be
from 9:30 a.m. to 10:30 i.m. In the Student n..uh
Center. usurvlvinl the losa of a UIVe'' will be from
11 noon to I p.m. in th• SUB Ballraalll. "QIWitY
Health Cart: Holistic ApproacheS" will be lrom 7:30
p.m. to9p.m. intheSUBBIIIroom.

n,. Judy Pntl Retlt<tloac..udlleewlll hov• on
orgaillmtlonal meetina: open to Ill university people
Interested in the Judy Pratt ,..lection campolan 11
7:30p.m. tomotrOW at Judy'S bOU!Itt 3800 SUver SE,
The purpose o( the: meetlns is to coordina~e lhe
campaian on campus and to provide an op-portunity
to discuss focal and national l~suts.
th< tlNIII Sludenl Support Sei\'ICU will feature a
brown bag Series titled 11 WOmenAnger and Mental
Health'' at 12 noon t p-.m. tomorrowintheW4ltrien1l
Ccnler. Also, i•Everywoman's Series-Sexual
Harassment" will be from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Wonlcn•s Center and t 1Test Taking' 1 will be rram 6
p.m. to? p.m. In th• UniverSity Skills Ctnter.
4

Also in October

Oct. 7 • The Country Wife
Oct. 11 • Pilobolus Dance Theatre
Oct. 19 • Tartuffe

*Subscriber Night ·· some seats avaliable
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The Soldier'' gets ax
Jim Wiesen
"The Soldier" is like a porno
store's blow-up dummy- it promises everything but delivers stale air.
The same type of imagination that
would fall in love with a plastic dummy might believe "The Soldier,"
but those of you who are tired of
plastic characters and hot-air dialogue on the silver screen might
want to stay away from this madefor-a-six-pack-at-the-drive-in film,
It will bore you to death.
The story is about these terrorists
who have planted a plutonium bomb
in the middle of a Saudi Arabian

I

I

Joanna Francesca'' kicks off film festival

.,

.<l

'

'

Concert cancelled
The Tuesday. Sept. 21, concert at
Keller Hall in the UNM Fine Arts
Center has been canceled. The concert, which was to feature pianist
Rita Angel and Jeffrey Piper on
trumpet, was part of the Keller Hall
Series.

r
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For the best news tip of
the WfHik, Sourctls will be
held strictly confidential.
Contact Eve CreSII, News
Editor, at 271-5656.

NEW YORK (UPI) - The executive committee of the National
Football League Players Association Monday voted unanimously to
strike immediately following Monday night's game between the Green
Bay Packers and the New York
Giants.
Jeff Van Note of Atlanta, one of
the six members of the executive
committee who attended Monday's
meeting, immediately called for
management to restart negotiations
around the clock, if necessary.
The other members present ineluded Stan White of Detroit, Elvin
Bethea of Houston, Tom Condon of
Kansas City and Mark Murphy of
Washington. John Bunting of Philadelphia and Dan Jiggetts of Chicago did not make the meeting in time.
James Lofton of Green Bay, who
was scheduled to play Monday night
against the Giants in East Rutherford, N.J., was in phone contact
from his New Jersey hotel.
Although negotiations between
the Players Association and the
Management Council started seven
months ago, the collective bargain
agreement expired on July i5.
Throughout the bargaining sessions, the latest of which broke off

II

Eddie Tafoya

'

NFL players vote
strike after game

oilfield. The Israelis must leave the
West Bank, the terrorists demand,
or half the world's supply of petroleum will disappear. The conveniently inept CIA can't stop the bad
guys. So inevitably, the boring
Hemingway hero emerges, and for
the rest of the movie we're stuck
with "The Soldier."
Writer/director/'producer James
Glickenhaus spiced this story with
an intriguing soundtrack by Tangerine Dream. The photography is outstanding. The plot would have a
chance, but Glickenhaus decides
that reality is nothing more than a
shotgun blast to the belly.

'------------~

On the wings of love the French
madame Joanna Francesca (Jeanne
Moreau) leaves her Sao Paolo cathouse and emigrates to a womb of
affluence called Santa Rita. However, by virtue of Joanna's profession,
love is nothing personal- it's
strictly business. This is the attitude
catalyctie in ''Joanna Francesca," a
Brazilian movie that studies an aging women's sublimal and involantary slaughter of a powerful Sao
Paolo family.
It is at her cathouse where we first
sec the strong and dominant side of
Joanna, as she rules the lobby with
her mere presence and the patrons
seem to be ~ore entranced with her
.than the bus mess at hand, And she
has the whore's curse as two or three
miserable swains lurk in the backround, waiting to take her away to a
life of luxury.
The bid she finally takes is that of
one Colonel Aureliano (noted Brazilian actor Carlos Kroeber). He is the
patriarch of Santa Rita, a sugar cane
plantation sweet with power, servants and hiers.
WhenJoannaarrivesonthescene
Aureliano's wife is practically dead
and the question of exactly who killed her is emphatically brought up.
Was it Joanna? Was it Aurcliano?
Was it Joanna working through Aureliano? The death, or the murder if
it can be so called, was indirect and
transcendental, but in any case im·
portant as it marks Joanna as the

angel of death.
The hiers to Santa Rita, oddly
enough, are dcamed unfit before the
question of a successor arises. Honoria, a playful loverboy of an
adolescent, is deeply involved in an
incestual relationship with his sparkling sister. The eldest is illegitimate
and charming but comes and goes in
the flash ofintroductions. Lianinho,
the most likely candidate for the job
is on the surface handsome and selfposessed, but his true colors (yellow, primarily) show whenever he

faces the most trivial of challenges.
But the most Interesting is the
youngest son - a primalscreaming autistic pendejo who
must be caged, and is for all practical
purposes and animal. But the presence of the pendejo gives ''Joanna
Francesca'' much of its depth, and is
a simple poignant way tying
together the story threads.
"Joanna Francesca" is a 1973
Brazilian-French co-production
directed by Carlos Diegues and the
first film of Don Pancho's Brazilian

Film Festival. These films are entirely different from the domestic
products, and the quality of filmwork is right up there with some of
our best (not our very best, of
course) but they can take you to
worlds far away from "E. T." and
"Poltcrgiest."
Don Pancho's, to kick off the festival, will hold a reception on
Wednesday night at 6:30. In addition to the films there will be authentic Brazilian food and music.

\:
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Paul Winter consort recreates
sounds of animals in music

Largest Selection Of Magazines
In The UNM Area
More Than 1,000 U.S. & FOREIGN Titles
Challehge Us: We'll Have That Title
You've Been Looking For.
And Remember, We Do Have Paperbacks
And Out Of State Newspapers
20°/a OFF: Dictionaries & Science !=iction
By Heinlein & Clarke
2112 Central
9-9, 7 days
242·0694

incriments reaching to $99,000 for a
rookie in 1985. The range goes from
$333,000 for a 12-year veteran this
year to as high as $409,000 for a
12-year veteran in 1985,
The strike is the first inseason
work stoppage in the NFL's 63-year
history.
The announcement, made by
Gene Upshaw, the president of the
Players Executive Committee, came
after two hours and 10 minutes of
meetings among the six members
present and officials of the union,
including executive director Ed
Garvey.
"At the conclusion of tonight's
game, all NFL training facilities will
be struck,'' said Upshaw, a member
of the Los Angeles Raiders. "No
games will be played until management deals with the players fairly
and with dignity,
"Management's illegal refusal to
bargain with us last Friday, to bargain collectively with us, has
brought this. We are united and this
comes with no pleasure whatsoever."
The frrst game to be affected will
be Thursday night's game at Kansas
City between the Chiefs and the
Atlanta Falcons.

The UNM Soccr.r Club had mixed
fortunes on its road trip to Utah this
past weekend. The Lobos lost to
BYU 2-1 Saturday, but found Sunday more to their liking as the beat
Westminster College 4-2.
Two defensive lapses cost UNM
dearly against the Cougars as they
controlled the play for most of the
game. The Lobos got on the board
first as Mario Picazo found the net
on a pass. from Kent Fry. Despite
several near misses, the Lobos could
not score again. BYU scored once at
the end of each half.
In Sunday's action, the Lobos
traveled to Salt Lake City to play
Westminster College. The Lobos
had a rather easy time of it against

The hunchback whale bursts
through the ocean surface and spews
a melody into and across the water.
The song could last for as long as
half an hour; and his range of notes
runs off both extremes of human
perception.
Paul Winter has spent the last few
yeilrs sculpting the sounds of musical instruments fit with melodies such
as those of the whale. The sounds of
the eagle, walrus, wolf, loon, and
others have been taken and incor·
ported into meditative music, and
the songs celebrate the spirituality of
nature in virtue of itself. The merger
is the trancendental meeting of
musicians from completely different
worlds.
"The greatest of all music is natu·
ral," Winter explains, "whether it
flows through a human instrument, a
wolf or a rising eagle."
Winter first aquainted himself
with animal music after he heard
tapes of made by Dr. Roger Payne in
the 1960's. In 1975 he started working with recordings of whales, walrus and sea otters.

Winter has not only orchestrated
his six-member band so that the
music celebrates the animal melodies, but in one case, he extracted
the theme from the animal World.
"Lullaby from the Great Northern
Whale" is a melody taken directly
from a whale's song.
Paul finds many of the animals
unresponsive to humans, although
one wolf learned to in1itate his saxophone riffs.
"It takes a lot of being with the
creatures and getting a sense of what
they ate and who they are," Winter
said.
Vocalist Susan Osborn sees an
ecological message in the Consort's
work. ''I feel that it acknowledging
other life fonns and in a way helping
them to survive," she said. "The
music is deeply spiritual."
The Paul Winter Consort has
toured 24 foreign contries including
Isreal, Japan, England, Scotland,
most of Latin America, and his
music has even reached the moon.
American astronauts left a tape of
Winter's music on the lunar surface

and named two craters after his instrumentals.
"We had a tremendous response
in Israel and Latin America,': Winter said. "I think our rnusic is involved with a very universal sort of
spirituality."
A product of Pennsylvania, Winter's musical backround is primarily
jazz and classical. In college he
fotmed a sextet and won a Columbia
records prize in a jazz contest.
Winter in the 1960's first assembled a,group of highly capable jazz
musicians, and it was this group that
evolved into the Consort. It has a
long discography including ''Common Ground," "Something in the
Wind," "Roads," and "Icarus"
which was produced by George
Martin, who was partially responsiblefor many of the Beatie's albums.
The Paul Winter Consort will be
performing in Popejoy Hall tonight
at 8 p.m. 8:15, tickets are $12, $10,
$7 (half price to UNM students) and
are available at the Popejoy Hall
Box Office.

It happenned while I was watching the dreaded weekly Dallas Cowboy game.
It was in the middle of the second
quarter when I wondered why in the
name of common sense I was watching football when I could be doing
something more productive like
feeding my fish or listening to my
rnom complain about how messy my
room is.
After all, the pro football players
will be on strike by the time this
story hits the newsstand. I probably
wouldn't have watched "Monday
Night Football" last night except
that they announced the date when
the NFL players would go on strike.
1 won't miss NFL football until
December when its to cold for me to
do my own thing on the gridiron with
my friends. Anyway, I usually sleep
through the first game, because of
the late hour in which I go to bed on
Sunday morning. I also miss the
second game since I work on God's
proposed day of rest.
On Monday nights, I go to bingo
with my neighbors, so [ don't get to
listen to Howard Cosell blabber on
and on about trivial matters. ABC
also shows games on other nights in
what they call special editions of
"Monday Night Football".
I always find a way to miss those
events too, by going to out with girls
or playing ''Dig Dug" at an arcade.
Having to watch a boring pro football game is notthe greatest happen~
ning.
A football strike does affect
others, however. Ed Garvey and
Jack Donlan don't think about the
fans and the people who work at the
various stadiums during the games.
Pity the poor vendors, p!lfking attendants, referees, statisticians, secur-

grandma to sleep. David Osborn,
Mike Carter and Keith MaGee arc
becoming household names instead
of good bathroom graffiti material.
College football is definitely a good
way to meet your weekly sports
quota. · ·
,_ ·

ity people and even the cheerleaders, who rely on the games to make
part of a living.
You even have to feel sorry for the
media personnel, who also get paid
for working games. We of the working press use the games as a release
from the daily office mumbojumbo. Without football, the biggies
of the sports staff will be stuck
covering high school football or
something of that nature.
Here in New Mexico, the Dallas
Cowboy fanatics will not get to see
their favorites in action, which is
good because t.IJat means that I don't
have to let them ruin my Sundays.
They need to wake up and smell the
coffee anyway, so missing '' America's Team" will help.
Having a good alternative source
of pigskin pleasure helps. Canadian
Football isn'tone, but The University of New Mexico football Lobos
have become a good way to enjoy
the sport without having to ponder
upon strike questions.
The Lobos are not only fun to
watch defensively, with their crazy
defensive schemes, but they've
found an offense, which doesn't put

Then there are also the heating
baseball pennant races, which are
becoming more and interesting. The
St. Louis Cardinals are the only
team with even a little breathing
room. The playoffs arc only a couple
of weeks away and the World Series
is only a month away, so that is
something to watch do for the next
month or so.
Pro basketball starts soon after
that, which will make the winter
more bearable for us sports enthusiasts.
They didn't think about how the
die hard fans will be affected when
there isn't any football to watch.
Home life could change for many
men, whousetheirTVs as an escape
from life's hang ups.
Instead of yelling at Terry Bradshaw or Franco Harris, macho Mike
might take things out on his kids or
his spouse. Or just the opposite, he
might make good use of his free time
and do good things with his family.
Look for the divorce rate to go up
and the maternity wards to be full
nine months or so from now.
Whoever invented strikes didn't
consider the consequences of the
closing of stadiums: It was tough
during last year's baseball strike and
it could be even more desecrating in
this time of inflation and poor relations for football fans alike.
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the foricgn dominated team. The
game was played on FM radio
through! the state.
Goals were scored by Art Harjunpa, Picazo and Scott Holman. UNM
scored probably its best goal to dutc,
as Lawler switched the ball from the
right side of the field. Tommy Renfro overlapped fullback Bill Taylor,
who played the ball forward to
Robertson, He set up Picazo, who
popped the ball into the goal. The
play illustrated the usc of fullbacks
in attack, which is very rare in the
United States.
The 2-1 Lobos will now play Chihuahua Tech at Johnson Field Friday
and Saturrday at 4 p.m. both days.

Volleyballers have
injury problems

No NFL games: Who cares?

PAUL WINTER CONSORT

News land
Bookstore

Friday, the Players Association has
stood firm on its original demand for
55 per cent of the owners' gross revenues.
However, last Friday the Players
Association met with the Management Council a final time and
offered a new proposal, calling for a
settlement based on the players'
obtaining 50 per cent of the revenue
from televison contracts over the
next four years, a figure that would
cost the onwcrs apporimately $1.6
billion.
Before the 1982 season started,
the NFL signed a 5-year television
contract for a reported $2.1 billion,
Hours after hearing the new offer,
the Management Council rejected
the players' proposal and talks broke
off. The owners did not object to
$1.6 billion figure but to the length
of the new contract. The owners prefer a 5-year plan and also wanted to
change the means by which the
money would be dispersed to
players.
In the players' latest offer, the
money would be dispersed from a
union controlh:d fund and through a
wage scale.
The scale included a salary
$81,000 for a rookie this year, with

Lobos split Utah jaunt

Steve King
There's an lllJUry bug flying
around in UNM Women's athletics
and if Orkin makes house calls, they
had better be called in pretty soon.
First, it hit the softball team, which
had to use a basketball player to finish their home schedule, now it's
descended upon the volleyball team.
Coach Mike Hebert's team has
been depleted to just seven healthy
members. The Lobos finished
seventh in the eight-team San Diego
State Invitational, which was held
over the weekend and featured four
of the top ten teams in the nation.
"The best we could have done
was fifth place," said Hebert, who
has lost two players in the last two
weeks and is down to the bare minimum in players. "We just played
poorly and when you're playing
against top ten teams, you can't
afford to play that way."
The latest casulty is freshman Jo
Anne O'Connell, who tore a hamstring muscle during play Saturday.
The Cibola High grad is questionable for this weekend's Lobo Invita•
tiona!. UNM 'stop hitter and blocker
Shannon Vessup was lost for about a
month last week with a broken collar
bone.
The Lobos lost three matches in
the pool play round, as they lost to
top-tanked Southern California, 20, 6 Texas, 2-0, and was upset by
Washington 2·1. Sunday, UNM lost
to 13 Brigham Young, 2-0, before
winning the seventh place game
over Oregon, 2-l.

TERRY NEILSON

"We will have to play very well
early in the match to have a
chance," Hebert continued. "Plus,
we need to get JoAnne (O'Connell)
back and Sally Plows has to play
well too." Plows took over in the
front line for Vessup.
All-conference setter Kelly
Knowles and right-side hitter Terri
Nielson have continued to play up to
par despite the problems that the 16
Lobos have had. "Those two have
done a super job. The rest of the
team must be mentally consistent.
We will need to make some adjustments if we don't get Jo Anne
back."
The Lobos will battle USC at 8:30
p.m. Saturday, with NMSU and
Arizona State (ranked I Oth in the ASU tangling at 6:30. The consolanation), USC and New Mexico State tion final will be Sunday at noon
will be joining the Lobos in the Pit with the championships set for 2
Saturday and Sunday.
p.m.

This Week in Sports at UNM:
Sept. 20·22, Women's golfteam at
Brigham Young Invitational.
Sept. 25-26, Lobo Volleyball host·
ing Lobo Invitational aWniversi·

ty Arena. Sept. 24-25, Lobo Soc~
cer Club (Mens) vs Chihuahua at
Johnson field. Sept 25·26, Lobo
Softball vs Texas Tet:h.
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Page H. New Mexico Daily Lobo, September 21, 1982
PEVGt:OT 12-SPEED ONE year old, excellent
condition, S180. 262-0939 evsenings.
9/22
1917 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT, 4D/4sp, Excellent
condition. Practical student vetdcle, 255-2904,
9122
evenings.
MOTORCYCLE nATTERIF,S, EXCELLt:NT
10/8
prlees, 2522 1st NW. 247·3656.

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

6. Employment
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls ple115e,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NB, 5516
Menaul NE.
9/24
I,OOKING FOR A job with perfect hours? Let us
train you to be a professional Bartender. International Academy of Banending S600·B McLeod
NE. Phon~ 243-9358 24 hrs. Hijrry c~j~sses forming
now!.
9/24

17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline in 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.

Baby, or Just because "I love you", 298-54.11.

9. Las N oticias
MEETING? CLUB? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Notlcias.
tfn
MANDANTORY PSI CHI meeting this Wednesday
12:00 in Psychology Library,
9/22
¥OUR CHANCE OF a lifetime. Ride in hot air
balloon during Albuquerque Ballo()n Fiesta. Oct 4-8.
$25 ea. (714) 565-7025.
9/24
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 2nd
meeting: Wednesday, Sept. 22, 7:00pm in Ortega Hall
room 327. Program: Hal Norris from University
Heights H()spital "Marketing a Service". Everyone
welcome!.
9/22
GAY AND LESBIAN student union: Russel Gray,
J.D. will speak on lesbian/gay politics. Wednesday
22nd, 7:30pm, SUB 231 A-D.
9/22

7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOIJR RIDE In the Dally Lob().

tfn

8. Miscellaneous
CONCINNITY-A HARMONY of parts. Drawings
by }!a bette Baker, Fiber Sculpture by Anita Hudlfn
Brashear, Poetry by Leslie Donovan, Music by Scott
Jones. Exhibit through Sept. 24 intheASA Gallery.
9/24
MUSIC, POETRY PERFORMANCE· Concinnity,
A 1-larmony of Parts. Music by Scott Jones, poetry by ~
l-eslie Donovan. Tuesday, Sept. 21 7:00 pm,
B4
~ t.'UIIU'
HumanitiesTheatre(room 108).
9121
vuu.
'
DALI.OONSI BALLOONS! GIVE that some()ne
'-'frll, (-i',U;
special a "Big Lift". Helium Balloon Bo11quets for all
occasions-Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get well, New
~

Come to uw· oflln•, Marolt //(11/ Room 13/ (on Redondo Dr. he/u'eell the
/oumali.l/11 ancf f,iofogv /lui/ding\') cwv tinw (rom 8:00a.m. w5:00 p.m. Monday

through Fridar or mail it to UNM /Jox 20, A/h. N.M. 8713/

~I

%uy;- ,9iv
.,{m

pwcn,c. John Mitdt~ll268 lJ496.

1. Personals
Jlltt:AK 1111-: t'ASI· Vum K1ppur. Mon~ay, 'icp·
wml•rl 27, ?pm, at t•NM Sl'IJ. t\tlult~ $1.~0. kids
~I ~II H\'\Cnatint•'• h-111 2118·7421; 2 1JK·2'.~0.
9 127

Nl(K·S'i)i;;;ji)S ca(l-;:\~1.

(I

I .trtartl'' ~llll1Jilllll·

rnnun l'~c thuuglu '''"'"t them n lot too. ll'HI shame
th<n tht·v·r~ "' wdl known, people fnm\ nil mer the
wuutrv nnw "'OIC to eat the combo pina, so tf it
'ccn" real.:wwdcd, wun for me on thedcck.·Mnry.
9122
TUF.SOAY-:li~IC;JIT nvo. fcrs at Ned's late-night
hnllM hour, 10 millnight. Ned's, 4200 Ccntr~IS.E.
9121
SASSV- JONI~S AU, week at Ned's, 4200 Centtnl
SJ'.
9/:tl
UNO OUT WIIA1''S going to hRJlpenl Read
"Rolling ·n!Under: The C'oming Earth Changes" by
J.R Jochmans. Available at Living llatch,
llrmhetbood of life, und UNM Uookstores.
9124
KI1'J"t;NS, BOX·TRAINEO, cutc344-2593,
9121
lfl'TOWN UOWNl'OWN AI.J.. Around your town.
lt's"<.'ro5$IOWn"live.
9.122
ttNM WA'ft:Rl'OLO Cl.UB now forming. Cnll25S·
7126 for informuton.
9/21
I'REGNANCV Tt:STINO & counseling. l•hone 247·

HW.

~

("ONTACTS•I'OUSIIING, SOLlll'IONS CIISeY
Optical <'ompany on Lomns just west ofW nsblngton.
lfn
Wt; DOT DISTIUDUTORS. l'rel(ription eyeglass
frames. Cirecnwiclt Village (Lennon Styles), gold
umlm. $54.50 (regular S6HlOJ. Pay I.e$$ 0!\t!cians,
<001 Mcnnul N. £'., ucross from tllllelln.
tfn
PASSI'ORT,
trn:NriFit'ATIOS,
PIIOTOS.
l nwc~t I'll~ in town! Fnst, pJeasing, near UNM.
('all 2M 132lor come 10 t2j Wellesley S.E. Corn~r
S11\er.
tfn
AC'('t'RAU: INt'ORMATIO!Ii ADOU1' con•
uactpll!ln, stcrilillltlon, abortion Right To Choose,
tfn
294-i!l?l.
FAr IS lcminist hmc. (lroups forming now. Call
~Sl-119.~
9.24

A

2. Lost&Found
('I.AIM Hll~lt tO!!T po~sessinnl at (.'ampus Poh•e
R llOa.m. to4:00 I'm. daily.
tfn
Rt:l'l'BIU' OF ('IJI!'iA pll~purt n3itle Wang Tzu·
lo;ci Nt•. \lt'A0.<98'90. !•nsspurt in\ ali~.
9i21

1,

3. Services
A('\'I,EX \\ORO PROC'E!ISI!'W: these~.
Dt>lcrtaMm, Term rarer'i ltGum~;, (iror!n,~. 831·
~IKL
9 24
I BAIJYSIT I'll m~ hl'me. Rca<,·r.aNc rate~. 2~8·

fi"

~24

1'\'I'WIGIIT•PitOfF:SSIO!'iAL T\'1'1\G S<?t>io:c.
26~·~10).
9.'23
n PI~G 141•7576.
IOf!:!
Gl'tTAR U:SSOSS, ISSTRUJ\IESTS, repairs and
rental~. "lARC''S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.l:'.
26<.ms.
tfn
n'PISG-PROFt:SSJOSAL Qt.!ALITY pronto nt
Kinko,Pronto; TL(.' nt no e~trn charge. We will edit.
l<;t', 2312 t'ertttnl SE, across Ccnttnl from Popejoy
1-lnll.
tfn
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles, 21 yeats ex·

Quality Dtank Cassettes,
VIdeo Ttlpes & Maxell Reels

at law, low Prices!
HlghQoolt!Y<ol~ol !rom

.?IJ.'t

Moxohi~Ori\1123•14 75
'lido<> ~""' "0 ~Q.$21 50
Moxollooolslrom 16ll5·11 0'1

Minimum Ofdet r~lireod Fot prk~ lht send

Touo Mull< Coop.

1'0 Do. .04&3

1~

h ,-20 to

f<lbu. ~M 61196

C::overed
'IIV'agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTO\iyN

9/21
Ql'AIHY 1 ¥!'lNG. I.OMA'i-1ramway nren. 8S
lCUb•par,c. l9'i 11~~.
12113
H'l'I~T.n:Rl\1 I'AI'ERS 75 'ent~. Resumes. 299·
R970.
9/30
lYI'l~'f. ON <'AMI'llS, Sfusc of humor. Some
geniu~. 241.1093.
9130
1 Rt.t: TRIMMING smvin: & removal call II ill
26f>.442~, 2~S·4SBI>.
9124
Ttl'lNCi UOSJ-; t'AST nccurate, reasouable, 794·
3127.
10/8

Ju,¥/io

HARRY'S
PLACE
tnoxt to
Campus Pharmacy)

H:l\IAU:; ROOMMATE WANTED to share three

~w

Lobo

bedroom bouse. Prhnte, just north of UNM.
$17stmoplusv.utilitics.26s.ol06.
9121

PASTRAMI PUB
& ST PAULl BEER

FEMALEUOUSEMATF:NON- smokingtoshare3
~~;;,,house. 1405 lead S.E. Cull Steve or Emily;;J~
near 1VI and UNM. Laundry fncilitles. Call 2561748,J313WellesleyS.E.
9/30

A $3.00 Value!!!

I1

OflorgoodTodaynndWodnosday

fOR RENT: 1 bedroom, SI6Q. Beautiful 1iew. Near ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~···
TVI and UNM. Laundry facilities. Call 2S6-7748. :..
1313\VellesleyS.E.
9/30 •--------~-==-=---,

~~'
iiiiiil ~ ~1~~~
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;~.~
~f
.cJ'Iw·
~
~"
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II

1-

881·3974.
tfn 1
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and 1
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom

APARTMENT: 1 DORM, 1/R, Fireplace, Kitchen,
bath, 313 Harvard in rear $190/mo. Chuck Domback or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
881·9700 or Bob 294-0438.
9/27 kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
MOUERN TOWNIIOUSE APT,; 2 bedroom, all rol)m, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
electric kitchen: new carpets and pal!)l: 3911 Silver couples, nopets.IS20UniversltyNB.243·2494. tfn
S.E. $275/mo. 293·5602.
9/27 FOR RENT: EffiCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
CONSJDI(RATE MALE STUDEJf l' to share house, N.E., $200/mo., for one person, 5220/mo. for2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 securitY deposit. Fully
No drugs. SI7S Includes utilitlt>. D.O. Furnished.
furnished-security Jocks nod laundry facilities. No
268·6617.
10/4
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 ln the
TIIREE n.R. IIOUSE for lease one block from evening, 266-8392.
• tfn
campus N.E, Fireplace w/~ dlshw11Sher, basement,
garage. 5450/mo. 344-2082 eve's. Responsible
tenants only.
9/27
llNf'llR!IIISIIEO l·BEDROOM APT. South Valley.
1-lorse facilities. l175/mo. Share utilities. 277·2146 or 1979 t'ORD MUSTANG Cobra4-speed, AC, PS·PD,
813·2065.
9124 AM•FM cassette, sunroof, leather interior, steel
JtOOlltMATE, HOUSE IN heights, with two others, belted radials, turbocharged. $6.500 or best offer.
9/24
Sl6S includes bills. Neat, quiet person wanted. John Call Helen at 867·3657 after S:OO.
293·5042.
9124 CALCULATOR SALE UNM Bookstore. T1·30
3 BEDROOM IIOUSE 5365 plmo. Walking distance Scientific calculator regularly $14.00 now $8.95 while
9/23
ftom UN~. Fenced yard storage shed. CAII256-7210 supply lasts.
after 5:00.
9/22 1975 IIO~DA XL3SO very good conditon. Depen·
9/24
Dt:l,UXt: ONt: BEDROOJ\1 apts. Two blocks for dable transportation. SSSO. Jerry25S-170S.
liNM Varsity house and Kachina house, 141 J%3 VW BUG good condition, 5800. 242·5771, 9/20
Columbia S.E. 268·0S1S.
9130 fOR SALE AMERICA~ Eskimo female. U.K.C.
IIOl'St:lliATE WANTt:D. lltATtJRE student to Registered, born 4/26/82 hilS shots. Call 292·6928
~hare 3 llr, 2 bath h()USe, study room, ynrd, pets OK,
after 5:00pm. S125.
9/24
near UNM. $1$0tmo. plus ,., utilities. Cnll266-9976, IIP-4JCV PLUS WAND, reader, software, New
211-3915
9122 condition S600, 242-6128 after 3:00pm.
9/24

1 2 Slices Of Cheese Pizza
I

& A Large Soft Drink

I
1

$1.65

wttll c:ollpon~y

9121

Call 268·>023

-----.,-:---- ..

J\

$1.99

lUIH::CNTJW.Nl
AlkO.I:'D.I Jr4 Y at101
.t.#l TO 1,.(:.0 M.Altlll

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - ,
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FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY, 5130, beautiful view,

FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM cull Larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings

4. Housing

1
1

\'lwn You \Vant Tlw B(•St

COLOU PICTURES
('llt'()lll'l Colo I· I "'lJS
~
J

•

'
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Vitw'>l Custom Photo

•

Lab

1
in Alhuqtl('l'<(ll<'
II II~
1 1
• hroma Color labs
1
1
I -I 1
I -T1 ll(J'
I I

1I

127 Harvard SE ~ bk. s. of Central. , 1
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•
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10% OFF

26

6-0261

1

1

all s~···vi<:e~ ·wi~h t li~ !1<
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

5. ForSale

TOP DOG IS COMING
.,

The Advisory Boord
of
Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Applications for
1982-83 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Art/Literary Publication)
All applicants must be registered U~lM students and should hove
some background in fine art, literature or performing arts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest in all areas of
art. Hours ore flexible, but average between 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position is non-paying and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practical experience can be gained.
Applications may be picked llp in Marron Hall, Room 131 and
when returned must be accompanied by a resume and a brief
sample of creative or pertinent work.

For more information,
call 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is
12 noon, Mon. Sept. 27, 1982

10/1

ACROSS
1 Speed
6Bignames
10 Yemen city
14 Arab chief
15 Effigy
16 Black
17 Drop off
18 Delight
20 Powerful
21 Canning jar
22 Brother
23 Stately
25 Falter
27 Nerve Inflammation
30 Red or Black
31 Silkworm
32 Sane
34 Plait
38 Laundry
40 "Evita" role
42 Athena
431nure
45 Lukewarm
47 Sea bird
48 Verge
50 Grew old
52 Some hats
56 Legislature:
Fr.
57 Yore
58 Gossips

60 Pen parts
63 Signify: Var.
65Worshlp
66 Noun ending
671n anyway
68 Spirit
69 Colored
70 Headland
71 Pyromania
DOWN
1 Harken
2 Both: Pref
3 Ocean
voyage:
2 words
4 Tie up
5 Prior to
6 Namely
7 Inkling
8 Surveys
9 Rain-snow
mil<es
10 Stiffen
11 Behind
12 Our: Fr.
13 Lend - - :
Heed
19 Vial
2 1 - - and
took notice
24 Bias or
Hodges

FRIDAY'S
PUULE SOLVED

26 Fictional
plantation
27 Tidings
28 Was: Lat.
29 Parents
33 Form sheet
studiers
35 Public votes
36 Desiccated
37 Pluck
39 Queen of
gods
41 Ball teams
44 Prison

46 Hangout
49 Fur
51 Polisher
52 Stepped off
53 Distress
54 Meantime
55 Unctuous
59 Adherents
61 Con-:
Music
62 Beheld
64 Short for
Edward
65 Asian noble

